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Who we are 

Since 1903, the South China Morning Post has been reporting on the local and global stories that 
matter to our Hong Kong readers. We remain Hong Kong’s leading English-language newspaper.  

  

 



‹#› 

Background 

SCMP’s main objective with this brand campaign was to remind all Hong Kong news readers of our 
inherent brand value proposition and our dedication to serving local readers. 

This was especially important in light of the upcoming launch of our digital subscription service.  

Reminding our audience that we have supported Hong Kong with balanced, truthful news for over a 
century was a major building block in communicating a reason to believe in and buy our product. 
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Insights 

Hongkongers seek valid, trusted and authoritative news sources. This is especially the case due to 
recent unsettled times, including the Hong Kong anti-government protests and the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Given these events, local readers have increasingly questioned the transparency and validity of the 
press in Hong Kong. 

There has also been a rising demand from younger audiences for trusted news, and attracting these 
readers was a new challenge for the SCMP.  

We have also risked alienating our local readers in recent years, as we expanded our readership to 
Southeast Asia and the US markets. 



‹#› 

Our goal 

To build a strong, emotional and purpose-driven connection 
with readers in our home market, Hong Kong. 



‹#› 

The plan 

• Strengthen SCMP’s brand values  
• Connect with a younger audience 
• Increase retention and drive subscriptions 



‹#› 

Big idea 

We wanted to speak directly to our local readers and demonstrate our legacy and commitment  
to Hong Kong. We decided to create a campaign that championed 

‘The journalism that Hong Kong deserves’  

and humanise the stories that mattered to our city, past and present. 



‹#› 

Execution 

We reinforced SCMP’s century-old legacy expressed in a dynamic manner befitting a news organisation 
that has so readily embraced a digital transformation.. 

Featuring a balanced mix of news scenarios of local and global impact stories, while ensuring we didn’t 
descend into a “news is bad” highlights reel which is easy with heavy news often carrying greater impact 
than soft news. 

Connect with SCMP’s brand vision of “Elevate Thought” and reflect this in execution. 



‹#› 

Execution 

“Your Hong Kong, Your SCMP” 

To demonstrate our legacy and commitment to Hong Kong, we built our “Your Hong Kong, Your SCMP” 
campaign around the city’s memorable moments. We wanted to remind readers that we’ve covered not only 
iconic events but also what matters to Hongkongers.  

Our key message “Your Hong Kong, Your SCMP” demonstrated that, while we’re a globally-minded 
organisation, our dedication to providing Hongkongers with quality journalism is at the heart of what we do.  
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Platforms 

Social media channels Media formats 
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VISUAL IMAGERY 



‹#› 

The Creative 

BRAND VIDEO 

<< Click to watch 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hd26Z9RGEJQ
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The Creative 

PRINT ADVERTISING 
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H5 DISPLAY ADVERTISING 
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H5 DISPLAY ADVERTISING 



‹#› 

CAMPAIGN LANDING PAGE 

Offline and online communications drives 
traffic to our campaign page. 

Featuring a hand-picked selection of the 
critical stories from our journalists from 
over the past 116 years in Hong Kong. 

Drives though to our subscription page.  



‹#› 

The results 

Having executed our brand campaign a fortnight prior to our digital subscription service launch, we quickly 
discovered that our Hong Kong readers were the largest audience segment purchasing subscriptions. 

We also found that mission-driven calls-to-action to subscribe onsite (e.g. support journalism) created 
greater impact than functional messaging (e.g. unlimited access) and this is tied to the positive benefit of 
running the “Your Hong Kong, Your SCMP” campaign. 

“Support journalism” created greater impact than 
functional messaging (e.g. unlimited access) 



‹#› 

The results 

During a 2-week period organic house 
ad and video impressions reached 

1,000,000 

Which resulted in paid 
subscriptions increasing by 

106% 
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The results 

76% 
The campaign also had a positive impact on the SCMP brand with  

of respondents from a follow-up survey on China competitive 
coverage, associating SCMP as “relevant” to them. 

A series of qualitative focus groups run after our brand 
campaign suggested the campaign was helping to attract an 
audience who felt our brand persona was younger and more 
local than previously.  

The survey also suggested SCMP had a much clearer and 
defined standpoint with regards to our approach to journalism 
versus our global peers. 

 



‹#› 

The results 

At least 4 in every 5 paid subscribers will renew their SCMP subscription 

•  Confident that SCMP will continue to maintain balanced reporting 

•  Wanted to continue enjoying unlimited access to SCMP 

•  Content offers were value for money 

•  Wanted to continue to support quality journalism 

  

of Hong Kong subscribers 
are likely to renew their 
subscription plan after 
viewing the brand campaign 

79% 
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